Abstract-Teacher's ability is the most important and most direct factor influencing the quality of talents training. Talents determine the implementation of the "Chinese Dream". With the existing situation of teacher's ability not meeting the requirement for training innovative talents, the evaluation index system of mathematical teacher's ability was first formulated based on the demand for mathematics ability in the training mode of innovative talents. Then, an improved method and model of evaluating mathematical teacher's ability were proposed by using the method and theory on combination weighting, an improved comprehensive cloud and similar cloud theory. Finally, a case study shows that the method and model presented in the paper are correct, which may give helpful proposal for improving teacher's ability.
INTRODUCTION
The 21st century is the Age when human beings depend on knowledge innovation. Because technology and talent are increasingly becoming the decisive factors of national prosperity and progress, almost each country in the world takes national innovative talents resources as the core element of a strategic resource and technology competitiveness improvement. Esp., our country also put forward the strategy of constructing innovative countries, and emphasized the training of creative talents in recent years. Therefore, the cultivation of innovative talents becomes the hot topic of education and the focal point of research.
In order to meet the needs of times and social development, the cultivation of innovative talents requests higher level and stronger ability teachers who have the idea of modern education, innovative consciousness and teacher's ability include basic ability, teaching ability, scientific research ability etc. As an example, mathematical innovative talents should possess solid mathematical knowledge, strong mathematical divergent thinking and extrapolate, fusion penetration ability, the ability of applying knowledge they have learned in the study and life practice to analyze and solve problems and thinking way of reforming related aspects of the innovation. However, mathematical teacher's ability in ordinary engineering colleges and universities can't completely meet the requirement for training innovative talents. Thus, it is very important to improve teachers' ability for these higher schools, which key problem is to study how to evaluate mathematical teacher's ability.
So far, many experts and scholars have done a lot of research work on the teaching. They mainly focused on the evaluation of teaching performance and teacher's teaching competence, the study of teacher quality and teacher development. The methods used commonly include analytic hierarchy process (AHP) [1] , fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method [2] , and grey correlation analysis [3] etc. In these studies, they seldom consider the following problems: (1) The evaluation for mathematical teacher's ability in the training mode of innovative talent is very few studied, and the evaluation index system of teacher's ability is still not formed relatively perfect and ready-made. (2) Whether it is reasonable or not to weight the weight of evaluation indexes only using a single weighting method of subjectively or objectively weighting methods. (3) The existing evaluation methods do not consider the uncertainty under the process of evaluation, especially the fuzziness and randomness.
With above three problems, we devote ourselves to study the method of evaluation on mathematical teacher's ability in modern education mode. It mainly includes establishing evaluation index system of mathematical teacher's ability through investigating and analyzing relative references, studying the method about combination weighting by combining Delphi International Conference on Social Science and Higher Education (ICSSHE 2015) method [4] with Entropy value method [5] , proposing a new evaluating method with the fuzziness and randomness among various factors in teacher's ability using cloud model [6] which is the transformation between qualitative and quantitative model presented by De-yi li and the theories of comprehensive cloud and similar cloud.
II. THE EVALUATION INDEX SYSTEM OF MATHEMATICAL TEACHER'S ABILITY
Since many factors may influence the competence of a teacher, the structure of the evaluation index system of teacher's ability plays an important role [7] . Thus, we first summarized systematically the basic characteristics, quality characteristics and structural characteristics of innovative talents. Then we studied the requirements of ability that a mathematical teacher would posses for training innovative talents. Finally, we formulated the evaluation index system of teacher's ability by investigating and analyzing the existing references about the composition of teacher's ability and combining with above requirements of teacher's ability. Therefore, mathematical teacher's ability can be divided into general ability including basic ability, teaching ability, scientific research ability and other abilities such as cooperate, innovation ability and the ability of lifelong learning in the innovative talent training mode. Where other abilities are key factors of the teacher's ability in the mode of cultivating creative talents, which is distinguish from mathematical teacher's ability in other types of talent training mode. The evaluation index system of mathematical teacher's ability is as Tab.Ⅰ.
III. THE METHOD AND MODEL OF EVALUATING MATHEMATICAL TEACHER'S ABILITY

A. The method of combination weighting
For subjective weighting and objective weighting have themselves advantages and disadvantages, we proposes a new weighting method of determining combination weight, which combines Delphi method with Entropy weight method to improve the accuracy of index weight in the multi-index comprehensive evaluation.
The principle of combination weighting is as follows: denote the weight of each index by using separately Entropy weight method and expert judgment method (Delphi method) as ( 
, then according to the comprehensive weights theory [8] ,we present a method to compute combination weight which may be calculated by (1). 
B. The evaluation model of teacher's ability based on comprehensive cloud
Aiming at the fuzzy and random uncertainty in teacher's ability evaluation as well as difficulty to represent accurately them by existing model of evaluation, we study its new evaluation model by using cloud theory [9] .
1) Cloud theory
Suppose U is a quantitative domain expressed by precise values, and C is a qualitative concept on the domainU . If the quantitative value xU  , and x is a random realization to the qualitative concept C , whose membership (
for C is a random number with stable tendency:
Then, the distribution of x on the domain U is called as cloud, and each i x is called as droplet. The more cloud droplets, the more overall characteristics of the qualitative concept can be reflected. The comprehensive cloud technology is the concept generalization of cloud theory. Comprehensive cloud abstracts two or more clouds to one high level cloud, which means two or more same type linguistic values to be abstracted into a higher level concept language.
2) Cloud model of teacher's ability evaluation grades According to the expert's knowledge and experience, teacher's ability can be divided into five grades: {excellent, good, medium, pass, fail}, Then, the number features of five grades are obtained according to relation table between number features of cloud model and domain [9] , as Tab.Ⅱ.
3) An improved comprehensive cloud model
Because the evaluation index system of teacher's ability has two levels of indicators in Tab.Ⅰ,we adopt the method of comprehensive cloud theory to calculate the cloud model of upper indexes according to the cloud model of secondary indexes. Assume one of the primary indexes has k secondary level indexes, cloud models of secondary level indexes and their corresponding weights are as follows:
 Considering the connotation of entropy, we present a new comprehensive cloud computing formula based on the original cloud theory [10] as (2). 
Domain partition
By (2), the cloud model of other primary indexes and target layer can also be calculated.
C. The measurement method of similar cloud
If two or more clouds described in the same qualitative concept have a certain similarity, then these clouds are called as similar or equivalent cloud. Due to the particularity of the cloud itself, the similarity among the clouds can be measured by the distance of a large number of cloud droplets produced by cloud. Its method is as follows:
Step1 Step2 Ith cloud droplet , 1, 2, ,
Step 1 is taken as input of five cloud models on evaluation grades separately, calculating the certain degree that ith cloud droplet relates to qth evaluation grade of teacher's ability, denoted as , 1, 2, ,5 1, 2, , . 
IV. APPLICATION STUDIES
A. The determinating of evaluation matrix
In order to evaluate the ability level of a young mathematic teacher in our university in innovative talent training mode, we collected the information about 100 university mathematical teachers of different levels, including professor, associate professor, lecturer, teaching assistant, and scored respectively all the secondary indexes by hundred-mark system. Then, evaluating matrix is denoted as: 
D. The determinating the level of teacher' s ability
In order to determine the level of teacher's ability, the figures for similar cloud results are as Fig.1 . Fig.1 shows that the 'good' rating curve is better matched with its evaluating result curve. From Fig.1.6 , it can be seen very intuitively that most of the cloud droplets distribute in the region [80, 100] . In order to ensure that the results are more accuracy, we calculated the distance of the cloud droplets' certainty between the target layer and evaluation grades by using the measurement method presented in III, as Tab.Ⅴ. Fig.1 and Tab.Ⅴ, the teacher's ability is 'good'. 
According to
V. CONCLUSION
Based on the study for the present literatures about the component of teacher's ability, teacher's quality and innovation talents training etc., we extracted and built the evaluation index system of mathematical teacher's ability. In view of the advantages and disadvantages of subjective weighting and objective weighting, a combination weighting method was presented to determine the weight of each indicator. For the advantages of cloud model to transform between qualitative concepts and their quantitative numerical uncertainty, the cloud model of target layer in the evaluation index system of mathematical teacher's ability is constructed by applying the theory of an improved comprehensive cloud. Furthermore, we introduced similar cloud to judge more clearly intuitive which grade the teacher's ability belongs to. The results of application studies show that evaluation method and model of the teacher's ability proposed in the paper are correct, reliable and workable.
